STORKE TO LEAD THE SOPHS' BASEBALL TEAM

Another Meeting Will Be Held On Friday for the Candidates.

At yesterday's meeting the Sophomore baseball team unanimously elected H. G. Storke captain on a second vote, the first having resulted in a tie between he and C. R. Gardner. It was decided by the men to hold another meeting in to night, and with the twenty-second, for the purpose of getting the candidates together for a talk concerning the positions desirable by each man and to determine the days in the week which would be the most convenient to the majority. Practice will be held at least three times a week, beginning with the thirtieth, at the Field, and a mid-week game with the A. B. B. teams will give the squad another chance to play the game.

The following men have already accepted the positions of manager, pitchers, Merriam and Swift, last year's box holders; Harris and Halsey, infielders; Cumber, Stewart, Lozzi, Price, Sanger, Langdon, Williams, Mitchell, Wallace, Flynt, and Gardner. The outset consists of Collins, Dunn, Van Etten, Page and Collins. Captain Rorive and Tierre are trying out for the catcher's position.

BUSINESS MEETING OF THE ORCHESTRA

Important Affairs to Be Decided Upon Thursday Afternoon at 4 o'Clock.

The Orchestra Committee will meet on Thursday afternoon at 4 P. M., for a reheasal and important business meeting.

Since this is the first business meeting of the season, it has been particularly requested to appear. Action will be taken concerning the management of the Musical Clubs to shut out the Orchestra from participation in the concerts since the Orchestra was organized it has regularly played in the Spring and Winter concerts, and they are sorry to be cut out now.

The advisability of giving a concert apart from the Musical Clubs will be discussed and the welfare of the organization at heart are urged by the leaders to come out.

The leader and concert master have decided upon some fine music which is to be rehearsed. One of the numbers is "The Meditation," from Tchaikovsky.

INST. COM. MEETING.

At 4:15 o'clock today the Institute Committee will have a meeting in Room 8, Engineering C. Several matters will be brought to a close.

A secretary will be elected to fill the vacancy which was made by the resignation of G. B. Perkins. Reports from the Point System Committee and from the committee which is in charge of the undergraduate dining are to be read. The date on which this banquet will be held is to be decided definitely upon at today's meeting.

LOYALTY TO FRIENDS

Mechanics Elect—Annual Banquet at City Club—Membership in A. S. M. E.

After a running "long M. I. T." and a flash light photograph, a large crowd assembled in the city club on Monday evening. The members and guests were received by the Institute committee.

The following members sat down to their annual banquet at the Boston City Club last evening. The welcome was expressed by the guests from the A. S. M. E. and the thanks were voted to the society's elecctorate for the next year.

The follows enjoyed a very good dinner from the following men:

G. B. Perkins, President-elect.

A. B. B. Members.

Sprague.

Ward, Price.

Price, Sauer, Langdon, Williams.

A. B. B. Members.

Collins.

On Thursday Afternoon

HUNT. HALL—DETECTIVE BURNS—4.00 P. M.

There will be a Convocation in Huntington Hall at the most famous detective of the times. William J. Burns, will tell of his work. His subject is to be: "Some Recent Detective Work, and Its Lessons."

Burns came prominently before the public three or four years ago when he and his detective agency were so spectacular in the San Francisco graft revelations, which resulted in the conviction of the "boss" of the local politics, Abe Ruef, and the cleanup of the city. This work is by no means finished yet, and San Francisco must see a great deal more cleaning up before she will be held up to the rest of the world for her civic righteousness and honest politicks. But after the publication of Burns' discoveries, and the conviction of one of the leaders in the wholesale corruption, the rest will come more easily than it. He would have without this start a few years ago. There we know him as a lieless detective for the men "higher up" who were engaged in those political shenanigans.

This year we find him doing the same work, searching rather for the fine and responsible officials of corruption, blackmail and dynamiting, instead of being satisfied with the capture of the low mercenary tools, whose guilt is no greater than that of the people managing and financing the campaign of destruction. He got "the Scout" from the Los Angeles Times building and proved his guilt. Instead of quitting the job at this, he has gone beyond the local and the world learned that two more men had been discovered who had helped, the Los Angeles Times building, the perfect that they had to confess; there was no way out.

Within the last month there have been very close connections with the Los Angeles Times building, and the world learned that two more men had been discovered who had helped, the Los Angeles Times building, the perfect that they had to confess; there was no way out.

Within the last month there have been very close connections with the Los Angeles Times building, and the world learned that two more men had been discovered who had helped, the Los Angeles Times building, the perfect that they had to confess; there was no way out.

The track men can get their track in shape sooner than the tennis players can, so why not. The train will leave the Park station at 4:00 P. M.

FIFTY MEMBERS HEAR MR. ROLLINS EXPLAIN CONSTRUCTION OF FOUNDRIES.

"Some Recent Detective Work and Its Lessons."—Huntington Hall at 4:00 p.m. Today, at 4 o'clock, there will be a Convocation in Huntington Hall at the most famous detective of the times. William J. Burns, will tell of his work. His subject is to be: "Some Recent Detective Work, and Its Lessons."

"Seine Recent Detective Work, and Its Lessons."—Huntington Hall at 4:00 p.m. Today, at 4 o'clock, there will be a Convocation in Huntington Hall at the most famous detective of the times. William J. Burns, will tell of his work. His subject is to be: "Some Recent Detective Work, and Its Lessons."

MASON'S TO MEET AGAIN.

On Friday, at 1 P. M., the Masons are to be called together again in Room 31, Engineering D. This meeting is for organization.

The Golf Club seems to be having a successful season. Any one in the Institute will be welcome on the run, whether he is a track man or not. The trains will leave the Back Bay Station for Highland at 4:00, and the fare will be twenty cents.

FIFTY MEMBERS HEAR MR. ROLLINS EXPLAIN CONSTRUCTION OF FOUNDRIES.

Aspul's first speaker of the evening, Professor Rollins, president of the Alumni Association, and a member of Hob- bet, Colbert & Rollins, first gave a short talk on the various kinds of cases encountered in liquidation work. He then went into the details of an uncompleted construction. In regard to piles he said that when they are driven into clay they are very little affected by vibration, while those in hard gravel are seriously loosened. After his general talk he showed a series of views of various constructions that his firm has com- pleted in the last few years. Each slide was explained in a very interesting manner, so that the points of his outline were clinched.

RUN OVER COURSE.

Everyone Expected Out for First Trip Over Course This Year.

"Some Recent Detective Work and Its Lessons."—Huntington Hall at 4:00 p.m. Today, at 4 o'clock, there will be a Convocation in Huntington Hall at the most famous detective of the times. William J. Burns, will tell of his work. His subject is to be: "Some Recent Detective Work, and Its Lessons."

This year we find him doing the same work, searching rather for the fine and responsible officials of corruption, blackmail and dynamiting, instead of being satisfied with the capture of the low mercenary tools, whose guilt is no greater than that of the people managing and financing the campaign of destruction. He got "the Scout" from the Los Angeles Times building and proved his guilt. Instead of quitting the job at this, he has gone beyond the local and the world learned that two more men had been discovered who had helped, the Los Angeles Times building, the perfect that they had to confess; there was no way out.

Within the last month there have been very close connections with the Los Angeles Times building, and the world learned that two more men had been discovered who had helped, the Los Angeles Times building, the perfect that they had to confess; there was no way out.

Within the last month there have been very close connections with the Los Angeles Times building, and the world learned that two more men had been discovered who had helped, the Los Angeles Times building, the perfect that they had to confess; there was no way out.

The track men can get their track in shape sooner than the tennis players can, so why not. The train will leave the Park station at 4:00 P. M.